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Abstract   The lightning shielding of different 500 kV HVAC-TL high voltage AC transmission lines 

was analyzed. The studied transmission lines were horizontal flat single circuit and double circuit 

transmission lines. The lightning attractive areas were drawn around power conductors and shielding 

wires. To draw the attractive areas of the high voltage transmission lines, transmission line power 

conductors, shielding wires and lightning leader were modeled. Different parameters were considered such 

as lightningslope, ground slope and wind on lightning attractive areas. From the calculated results, the 

power conductors voltages affected on attractive areas around power conductors and shielding wires. For 

negative lightning leader, the attractive area around the transmission line power conductor increased 

around power conductors stressed by positives voltage and decreased around power conductors stressed 

by negative voltage. In spite of this, the attractivearea of the transmission line shielding wire 

increasedaround the shielding wire above the power conductor stressed by the positive voltage and 

decreased around the shielding wire above the power conductor stressed by negative voltage. The 

attractive areas around power conductors and shielding wires were affected by the surrounding conditions, 

such as lightning leader slope, ground slope. The AC voltage of the transmission lines made the shielding 

areas changing with time. 
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1. Introduction
Recently, the rate of building new AC high voltage 

transmission lines HVAC-TL’s has been increased 

rabidly in different developing countries such as China, 

Brazil, India, South Africa to transfer electrical energy 

from generation side locations to industrial areas. Thus, 

these transmission lines extended for several thousand 

kilometers. It was recommended that as the length of 

transmission lines increases as operating voltage 

increased. Now, several 500 kV HVAC TL has been 

constructed around tropical equators where there are a 

high lightning storm days per year. This had increased 

the probability of lightning strokes to the transmission 

lines [1-2]. To design the lightning protection strategy 

of 500 kV HVAC-TL, lightning shielding failure 

probability might be studied for transmission line 

towers design, choice of surge arrestors and etc.. The 

shielding failure occurs when the lightning leader 

bypass the shielding wires and strokes the power 

conductors. There are different methods have been 

developed to estimate the number of the shielding 

failure number. The common method to calculate the 

shielding failure is electrogeometric model EGM. EGM 

model is based on lightning striking distance which it 

is obtained from observed lightning. Erikson had 

developed the EGM to estimate the lightning shielding 

failure number of transmission lines [3]. Mousa had 

developed EGM to consider transmission line tower 
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andconductor sag in estimating lightning shielding 

failure numbers for transmission lines and substations 

[4-6].The transmission lines and substations lightning 

shielding design had been explained by IEEE standards 

[7-9]. Chowdhuri had studied the lightning striking 

distance based on empirical equation of the long gap 

voltage breakdown [10].  Rizk had estimated the 

striking distance from electromagnetic model of voltage 

condition equations for leader inception [11]. 

Electromagnetic model was proposed to estimate the 

shielding failure number directly [12-14]. Leader 

progress model LPM was an improvement for 

electromagnetic model to detect the lightning stroke to 

the grounded objects [15-16]. Drawing attractive areas 

could help in understanding shielding failure. Also it is 

used to check and improve the lightning shielding of 

transmission lines. The attractive areas around 

transmission lines were drawn by using EGM model 

[17] or by using electromagnetic model [18]. Using 

EGM to draw the attractive zones was limited to the 

attractive distance equation parameters, current and the 

grounded object height. The electromagnetic model 

could consider different conditions directly in drawing 

in the attractive areas around the transmission lines. 

The lightning shielding and shielding failure areas 

around different 500 kV HVAC-TL’s were studied. 

The studied TL’s are single circuit flat horizontal 

transmission line and double circuit transmission line. 

An electromagnetic model isconstructed by using 

charge simulation method to simulate the downward 

lightning leader and transmission line power 

conductors and shielding wires.

2. Studied model
2.1 Studied transmission lines 

Fig. 1 showed the geometric dimensions of the 

studied500 kV HVAC transmission lines. Fig. 1. (a) 

shows a horizontal flat single circuit 500 kV 

HVAC-TL.

It consists from 3 power conductors and 2 shielding 

wires. The 3 power conductors are located at the same 

height 28 m and the distance between adjacent 

conductors is 12.5 m. The 2 shielding wires are located 

at height 37 m and the distance between the shielding 

wires is 10 m. The arrangement of power conductors 

and shielding wires results in a shielding angle 15.52
o.  

The power conductors phases arrangements are a, b 

and c from right to left, as shown in equation (1)

va=Vm sin(α), vb=Vm sin(α+120), vc=Vm sin(α+240)

(1)

The calculation of attractive areas will be done when 

phase α=90o. Fig. 1.(b) shows double circuits 500 kV 

HVAC-TL where the two circuits are distributed 

vertically. Each circuit consists from 3 power 

conductors at heights 28 m, 39 m and 50 m and spaced 

from the tower center by 8.25 m, 10 m and 7.2 m 

respectively. The 2 shielding wires are located at 

height 57 m with 9m separation distance between 

shielding wires. The arrangement of power conductors 

and shielding wires results in a shielding angles -0.48o, 

3.1798o and -14.42o from lower power conductor 

respectively. The power conductors phases 

arrangements for right circuit are a, b and c and for left 

circuit are a’, b’ and c‘ from top to down, as shown in 

equation (2):

va=Vm sin(α), vb=Vm sin(α+120), vc=Vm sin(α+240)

va’= Vm sin(α+240), vb’=Vm sin(α+120), vc’= Vm sin(α)

(2)

The calculation of attractive areas will be done when 

phase α = 90o. The power conductor for both 

transmission lines has an equivalent radius 450 mm and 

shielding wire radius is 50 mm. 

2.2 Electromagnetic model

The charge decaying distribution [10] along the 

stepped leader is assumed to be exponentially of 

negative charge as
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where, s is the charge density in C/m at the tip of 

leader stroke, c is the charge density in C/m at the 

cloud base, hlis the downward lightning leader length 

in m.

The downward lightning leader length hl is assumed 

to be constant and equal to 3 km and c/s=0.05. This 

value results to =10
-3. The downward lightning leader 

is simulated by lN  discrete line charges along the 
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The potential of the downward lightning leader at 

any point in the space is expressed as:
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where 
\, ll nn PP is the potential coefficient for ln th 

discrete constant charge density and its image due to 

the ground effect (Appendix I).

(a) Single circuit horizontal flat 500 kV HVAC-TL tower

(b) Double circuit 500 kV HVAC-TL tower

[Fig. 1] Studied transmission lines

The surface charges on the horizontal conductors of 

the transmission line are not uniform, due to the 

presence of the downward lightning leader. However, it 

is symmetrical around the X-Z plane. The surface 

charges on horizontal conductor along the positive Y 

direction is simulated by Nr discrete line charges 

uniformly distributed around a factious coaxial cylinder 

extending along the horizontal conductor length and 

having radius equal to a fraction  of the horizontal 

conductor radius r. To account for the nonuniform 

distribution of the charge along the positive Y direction, 

each of the discrete line charge is divided into Na 

sections, of which (Na-1) finite sections and a 

semi-infinite section at the end. The length of n finite 

sections is em(e(n+1)-en). The starting distance of 

semi-infinite line charge ds=e
m (Na+1), where m is a 

constant and is chosen to be 1.84. In addition to 

different line charges at radial and axial directions 

inside the horizontal conductor, Nrpoint charges are 

placed at the intersection of the factious lines extension 
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with X-Z plane as shown in Fig.2. These point charges 

are recommended to increase the boundary and check 

points at intersections of horizontal conductor with 

X-Z plane, also, due to the presence of downward 

lightning leader in X-Zplane [18]. The assumed 

factious charges have unknown NrNa+Nr charges for a 

transmission line conductor. Images of the simulation 

charges are considered with respect to the ground 

plane for maintaining zero potential at this plane. To 

satisfy the boundary conditions, boundary points are 

chosen on the horizontal conductor surface as shown in 

Fig. 3. A set of equations is formulated at a set of 

boundary points chosen on the horizontal conductor 

surface to determine these unknown charges. The 

number of boundary points is equal to the number of 

the unknown charges. The potential at each boundary 

point in the presence of downward leader is expressed 

as:
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where Pfl n, Psfl n, Pp n are potential coefficients 

calculated at the boundary point (Appendix II) due to 

finite line charges, the semi-infinite line charges and 

point charges respectively, V is the horizontal 

conductor voltage, lV is the voltage at the boundary 

point due to downward lightning leader. It is supposed 

that the lightning would strike the grounded horizontal 

conductor if there is an upward-directed leader from 

the surface of the object, as shown in Fig. 1. In this 

paper, a the main electric field of 230 kV/m, to sustain 

the upward streamer for a gap length of 10 m, is 

chosen to investigate the lightning stroke to the 

horizontal conductor for negative lightning leader 

charges [14-16]. 

[Fig. 2] Schematic arrangement of a transmission line 

stroked by the downward lightning leader.

[Fig. 3] Charge simulation of the horizontal conductor

[Fig. 4] Calculation model for attractive area.
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(a) 500 kV HVAC-TL (b) 500 kV HVAC-TL double circuit 

(a) Vertical lightning leader

(b) 45o slant lightning leader

(c) 15o slant ground
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(d) Wind effect

[Fig. 5] Collection surfaces of different TL’s and different conditions by using EGM and CSM

The area around the transmission line is divided into 

equal d spaced mesh as shown in Fig. 4. The gap 

voltages around power conductors and ground wires 

are calculated due to locate the downward lightning 

leader tip at each mesh points (nd, md).  Attractive 

area is drown by drawing a contour line  of  value 

equal to gap potential for lightning leader tip positioned 

at XZ directions matrix.

3. Results and discussions
Fig. 5 shows the attractive areas around power 

conductors and shielding wires for single and double 

circuits 500 kV HVAC-TLs. Fig. 5-a shows the 

attractive areas for vertical downward lightning leader 

for α=90o and α=330o. Flat horizontal 500 kV HVAC-TL 

attractive areas are less than the attractive areas 

around double circuit 500 kV HVAC-TL. For both 

studied transmission line there is no shielding failure 

areas. As the transmission lines power conductors 

voltage change as the attractive areas around power 

conductors change. Also the attractive area around 

shielding wires affected by transmission lines power 

conductors voltages.

Otherwise in Fig. 5-b, where the downward 

lightning leader has a 45o slope the attractive areas of 

the overhead ground wires show shielding failure to the 

right transmission line power conductors.

Fig. 5-c shows the effect of ground slope on the 

attractive areas around 500 kV HVAC-TLspower 

conductors and shielding wires. The ground slope 

decreases the attractive areas in the low side and 

increases the attractive areas in the high side. There is 

no shielding failure appears in this studied cases for 

both transmission lines.

Fig. 5-d shows the effect of wind on the attractive 

areas of both 500 kV HVAC-TLs. The wind effect is 

modeled by shifting the power conductors in the wind 

direction. So, the attractive area around the 500 kV 

HVAC-TL’s power conductors is shifted also in the 

same direction. This result to presence of the shielding 

failure area as the transmission lines power conductors 

move outside the shielding wires.

4. Conclusions
The electromagnetic model shows successfully the 

attractive areas around 500 kV HVAC-TL and 

conditions for shielding failure.The voltage of 

transmission line affects on striking distance. Double 

circuit Transmission line shielding is better than flat 

HVAC transmission shielding. 

The attractive areas around power conductors are 

affected by power conductor voltages. It is increased 
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around positive voltage and decreases around negative 

voltage. The attractive areas around transmission line 

shielding wire affects inversely by transmission line 

voltage. 

The surrounding parameters (ground slope, lightning 

slope and wind) effects on attractive areas and may 

result on presenting lightning shielding failure.
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Appendixes
I- Potential coefficients for simulation 

downward lightning leader

The potential coefficient lnP of simulation slant 

finite line charge of downward lightning leader 

calculated at a given any point of coordinates (xp, yp, 

zp) is
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where 111 ,, lll nnn zyx , 222 ,, lll nnn zyx are the 

coordinates of the beginning and end of the n
th
 finite 

simulation line charge which has a charge density n,. 

II- Potential coefficients for simulation 

horizontal conductor

a) The potential coefficient Pp of the simulation point 

charges of grounded horizontal conductor calculated at 

a given boundary point of coordinates (xp, yp, zp) is 
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where Dpc is the distance between the point charge 

and the boundary point and Dpiis the distance between 

image of the point charge and the boundary point. 0 is 

the permittivity of free space.

b) the potential coefficient Pfl of simulation finite line 

charge of grounded horizontal conductor calculated at a 

given boundary point of coordinates (xp, yp, zp) is
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Where yfl n1, yfl n2 are the y coordinates of the 

beginning and end of the nth finite simulation line 

charge which has a charge density fl n, xfl n, zfl n are the 

X- and Z- coordinates of the nth finite line charge.

c) The potential coefficient Psfl of simulation semi 

finite line charge of grounded horizontal conductor 

calculated at a given boundary point of coordinates (xp, 

yp, zp) is
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( ) ( ) ( )222
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where xsfl n, ysfl n, zsfl n are the x-, y-, and z- 

coordinates of the starting point of the nth semi finite 

simulation line charge which has a charge density sfl n.
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